
 
Trip Report . 

We arrived in Shanghai in mid afternoon on 15/03 and 

checked into Marriot  Hotel . The hotel is near the famous 

pedestrian shopping street—Guanqian Street 

Road . We had dinner at the Marriott canteen  which was 
good not great. 

On 16/10 we met our guide Peter.  He helped us 
exchange our euros, then we visited the “old city”, Shilu 
Gardens, which were beautiful, then by subway back to 
our hotel. Melody was a good guide, with great English 
and he took us to some very interesting sites. 

 

On Friday, we walked over to People’s Park, where we 
went to the Shanghai Museum, the Bund, and the Urban 
Planning institute (also in People’s Park), which has a 
huge walk around diorama of the proposed “Future 
Shanghai”. 

Saturday, 18/03 after  breakfast at the Marriot canteen we 
met our guide Chef Stephano,Chef Stevev and Vivien . 
They showed us around the Hotel  and give us information 
about our study training . 

On Sunday, after another breakfast, we drove with Peter 
to the shopping moll ,He recommended the town as the 
best of several which we could have visited.  

Monday morning, an early we started working into three 
groups Marrine went to work at Italian restaurant,Vivi 
worked at Bistro and i worked at Asian restaurant which 
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was very busy always. Our shifts was divided into two 
categories which is Morning shift and Evening shift, so i 
was doing both of those shifts. 

I had two days off and sometime one day off depending of 
how busy of the week but was fine to me.Big problem was 
our food in canteen was not good so  almost everyday we 
were buying food  outside the Hotel which it cost a lot of 
money. 

Almost all my workmate was happy with me because 
somehow they like to learn how to speak English and i 
was teaching them and me too using advantage to learn to 
speak Chinese language but only the Head Chef 
Stephano was more than a rude person, all workers didn’t 
like him because his bad way of embarrassing workers in 
front of customers. 

 Always morning we had 300-500 guest for breakfast, 
lunch and dinner and i have participate prepare and 
cooking all the portion according to the order  with good 
cooperation with my workmate. 

In the kitchen i have learned how to cook Deferent kind of 
food,   making Missal, cleaning,to use  recipe and all 
spices. 

Here are some of my daily activities which I was doing:thi  

“ 



Bby Meat 

 

 
Cherry meat is a famed Suzhou style  dish. The dish is excellently presented  and resembles cherries. The pork  tastes sweet and sour and is crispy  and a little fat. Cherry meat is usually  served with stir-fried pea seedlings on  the edge of the plate. The contrasting  coolers of the red meat and green  vegetables make the dish even more  appealing 
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